Pat Choate, the author of the best-selling Agents of Influence, examines the roots of conflicts over intellectual property and how the establishment of patent and copyright protections helped propel the American economy. He interweaves the stories of Eli W hitney, Alexander Graham Bell, and Thomas Edison to illustrate how the United States transformed itself from a largely agricultural society into a manufacturing, scientific, and technological superpower, giving rise to further copyright and patent protection laws. He traces the emergence of Germany, Japan, and China as rivals to American primacy through copying, counterfeiting, and underpricing American products and media. He reveals the shockingly meager effectiveness of current efforts to defend American businesses, inventors, and artists from corporate espionage. And he sounds a powerfully convincing warning that the general indifference of our government toward the security of American intellectual property is already affecting job security and the economy in general (an estimated $24 billion is lost each year to pirated films, music recordings, books, and other merchandise in China alone).
Hot Property is an impassioned, clear-eyed, and sound assessment of one of the most serious problems facing the American economy today, certain to be one of the most widely discussed books of the year.
My Personal Review:
Pat Choate is a straight shooter, and one of America's preeminent entrepreneurs of ideas. He is also a hell of storyteller, and a man of practical policy for profitable democracy. His focus has long been on the capacity of the American society to innovate, to build a nation of enduring foundation and continuing vitality. Choate's latest work, , shows his passionate vision and displays his superb gifts for telling the tale, and for laying things out in ways in which we know they were meant to be.
But the empire of Global Totalism that would control the world today is naked in its desire to take all resources, all capital, all which humanity would bequeath its posterity (and perhaps that posterity, too) into its ravenous maw. And that empire sees Choate and his kind as, um, problems. So when those who dare point out the nakedness of the current imperium, and speak with clarity, and passion, and literary (is this nonefficient?) force about the need to be clothed with true innovation for the advancement of mankind, the minions of the imperium slither forth. These minions try to make sounds of reasonableness, but their true intent is heard in the sibilance of their forkéd tongues.
Choate was punished mightily before in telling the simple truth about Japanese manipulation of USA Congressional action in the now classic . And while the voices have been somewhat more muted in discussion of , the new Global Totalists would have any tome by Choate rendered to the ash heap of history. He knows too much.
Eyeing the current giveaway of America's intellectual patrimony, tells some great stories about how a young America stole great European ideas to further its economy, and how the Germans, the Japanese and now the Chinese -each using different character-marking means --have systematically done the same to further their own national ends.
Frederick Jackson Turner noted the importance of the Americ an Frontier in the shaping of its peoples' character at the closing of the 19th Century. And so the frontier days of American innovation and invention reached new boundaries with the end of the American Century and the Millenial turn. Hot Property gigs the galloping globalists' giveaway of America's manufacturing capacity, it's patrimony of ideas, and the very frontiers of American innovation. Choate is a range rider -looking at the borders of this nation, protecting the frontiers of innovation from the poachers and the rustlers riding the contemporary range of ideas, practical discovery, and innovation.
USA intellectual property borders need protection, and protection is not a closing with an encircling wall. Times have changed. The USA's ability to maintain the integrity of those blessings bestowed upon us by "Nature and Nature's God" and by a living Constitution needs reinforcement. GATT, NAFTA, CAFTA -whatever alphabet mantle the Global Totalists of the Davos Cabal wish to clothe their avarice and greed, we must point out that these are transparent garments. These garments do not cover the Global Totalists rapacity.
If other observers are right, the Market States are on the rise. But a truly free global trade can only be achieved among a world of equal trader platforms, unfettered by imposed handicaps or cheated by favors. The importance of Hot Property is that it offers policy initiatives that might actually make America more competitive in a wordly, wise, eyes-wide-open market place. The globalist nightmare, with its totalist control of ideas and even consumer behavior, could end.
Choate's book alone cannot make the difference. That will take concerted action of a kind which the forces of global capital efficiency will oppose, whether that opposition comes from Nanjing, Osaka, Davos, or a yacht cruising off the coast of Connecticut. If there are choices left to make, Americans together must make them. Choate's work gives us tools to make those choices.
is not yet widely read. But the fault for that is not with the book or its author. It is in us.
Buy this book. Read it. Use it.
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